Filing the Emergency Connectivity Fund
(ECF) Form 471 – 3rd Window
Lorrie Germann, State E-Rate Coordinator
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What is the Emergency Connectivity
Fund (ECF)
• $7.171 passed by Congress passed the American Rescue Plan on
3/11/2021
• Provides funding to schools and libraries to enable remote (off‐campus)
learning for students, staff and library patrons who lack sufficient
internet access and/or connected devices
• Funding not just for schools that are conducting virtual education
• Intended to help solve Homework Gap as well
• Anywhere that a student learns when not on school campus
• Any library patron can benefit (not just students or remote learning)

• ECF Relationship to E‐Rate:
• E‐Rate provides discounts between 20‐90% for on‐campus connections
and in‐building data transmission equipment
• ECF covers 100% of cost up to cap for off‐campus use
• ECF uses same EPC log‐in credentials, but has entirely different rules,
eligible services/equipment and deadlines
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ECF Windows 1 & 2
• Application Windows 1 & 2 covered unmet needs from July 1,
2021 –June 30, 2022
• Equipment/services had to be received on/after July 1, 2021
• Orders were permitted to be placed prior to July 1, 2021

• FCC extended this cycle through June 30, 2023
• New FY 2021 eligible dates: 7/1/2021 –6/30/2023
• Only 12 months of Internet access permitted during this 24‐
month period

• Reimbursement deadline for Windows 1 & 2 is August 29, 2023
• A total of $5.8B was requested
• $4.7B committed to date
• $558M disbursed to date

• At least $1B remains and will be available in ECF Window 3
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ECF Window 3
• Window 3 Application Window:
• April 28, 2022 –May 13, 2022
• Application Window 3 will cover unmet needs from:
• July 1, 2022 –December 31, 2023
• Equipment/services must be received on/after July 1, 2022
• Orders may be placed prior to July 1, 2022

•

Only 12 months of Internet access permitted during this 18‐month
period
• Cannot overlap service months from Windows 1 & 2

•

Applicants that received funding in Windows 1 & 2 can apply for
additional funding if unmet needs remain

•

Reimbursement deadline for Window 3 is February 29, 2024

•

All other eligibility/rules remain the same as Windows 1 & 2

•

Will likely be last ECF application window unless Congress appropriates
more $
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Funding Process – Next Steps
Funding Priority:
• If the demand exceeds the amount of available funds, applications
will be funded in order of priority based on:
• Location (rural or urban)
• Highest E‐Rate discount rate funded first
• Rural schools/libraries funded before urban
• Rural locations will receive a 5% “bump” in priority
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Who Is Eligible to Apply
• All schools and libraries eligible for E‐Rate funding are eligible for ECF
• Not required to currently participate in E‐rate
• All ECF forms are filed in USAC’s One Portal System (where EPC is
housed)
• Organization must have up‐to‐date registration in federal SAM.gov
system
• Registration is not required to be completed at the ECF Form 471
application stage but must be done before an ECF reimbursement can be
received
• If using the SPI method, this is not required by the school/library
• All ECF reimbursements will be made to bank account connected to
SAM.gov account (not account listed on E‐Rate Form 498)
• All ECF reimbursement deposit notifications will be sent to SAM.gov
contact (not ECF contact), so be sure this contact info is accurate
• SAM.gov registration is free (don’t pay a fee to someone to do it)
*All E‐Rate and ECF applicants will need a SAM.gov registration in the near
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future, more to come on that down the road!!

Application Process
• No E‐Rate bidding requirements
• NO Form 470!!
• May request a quote from vendor for new hardware
and/or service to show cost, or use an existing bill for
current recurring service
• Contracts are not required under the ECF Program rules
• You must follow any state/local procurement rules
• Vendors are not required to have a SPIN to participate
(we’ll talk about exceptions to this).
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What is Eligible for ECF
Eligible Services/Locations:
• Anywhere education occurs off‐campus (homes, Community
centers, Churches, etc.)
• Includes school buses and bookmobiles
• Network buildout if no commercial service offered
• Applicant must document need
• Equipment/services may not be purchased solely for use at
school or library; however, the devices may be brought to the
school/library
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Recipients:

• K‐12 students, teachers, paraprofessionals with Unmet Needs
• Library patrons with Unmet Needs
• “Unmet Need” – the person who does not otherwise have
“sufficient” internet access or access to a connected device to
engage in remote learning when off campus
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What is Eligible for ECF
Broadband Services:
•
•
•
•

1 hotspot/user
1 fixed connection/home
Monthly recurring service costs
No minimum standards for speeds/service

• Recipients of Windows 1 & 2 ECF can apply for continuation of
internet services in Window 3
• Cannot overlap months
• ECF Windows 1 & 2 will pay for 12 months of service between
7/1/2021 –6/30/2023
• Window 3 will pay for 12 months of service between 7/1/2022 –
12/31/2023

• In Form 471 Narrative list:
•
•

Windows 1 and/or 2 FRN numbers and actual service delivery dates
Window 3 requested service delivery dates
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What is Eligible for ECF
Equipment:
• Wi‐Fi hotspots
• $250 cap on Wi‐Fi hotspots (this does not apply to Wi‐Fi hardware
for buses)
• Cap does not include monthly internet service costs
• Cap does not apply if the hot spot is serving multiple users, such as
a school bus location.
• Explain in FRN narrative that X number of users are being
served

• Modem/routers
• Laptops/tablets up to $400
•
•
•
•

One device per student/staff allowed
No allowance for breakage or spares
No applicant budgets like Category 2
Chromebook licenses and manufacturer warranties are eligible but
only if they are bundled with the cost of the laptop (cannot be a
separate cost)
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Reimbursement Options
BEAR Method:
• 100% reimbursement after purchase of eligible service/equipment
• May purchase prior to ECF funding decision – but it’s a gamble!
• “Pre‐reimbursement” option – reimbursement prior to equipment
purchase
• Helpful so you’re not carrying project cost
• Requires waiting on ECF funding decision
• Will be required to show purchasing decision/contract
• Must sends funds on to provider within 30 days

SPI Method:
• Service provider files for reimbursement
• You will need to indicate on Form 471 your preference, and
• Show service provider’s willingness to filing the SPI
• Service providers are not required to agree
• Only providers with a SPIN will be able to file a SPI
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
Eligible Equipment and Services:
Q: Is a license to use a connected device eligible for ECF support?
A: Licenses included in the base price of the connected devices are eligible for support and do not require
cost allocation, but separately priced licenses are ineligible for ECF funding.
Q: Can a school or library seek ECF support to implement filtering services on their computers?
A: No. The costs of implementing CIPA compliance are not eligible for reimbursement through the ECF
Program.
Q: Will the ECF Program support installation and configuration performed by a third‐party vendor that is
different from the vendor that sold the equipment to the applicant?
A: No. Installation and configuration costs will only be eligible for ECF support if they are provided by the
same vendor that is providing the eligible equipment.
Q: Do eligible connected devices need to be capable of connecting to a cellular service (LTE or 5G)?
A: No. While laptop computers and tablet computers must be capable of connecting to broadband internet in
order to be eligible for funding as a connected device, they do not need to be capable of connecting via a
cellular service.
Q: Are Chromebooks and iPads eligible as connected devices?
A: Yes. Chromebooks may be requested under the laptop equipment category.
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Ineligible ECF Items
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
Eligible Equipment and Services:
Q: Can applicants prepay and seek support for multi‐year contracts?
A: No. Applicants may only seek support for up to 12 months of the monthly costs of services delivered
between July 1, 2022, and December 31, 2023. Approved applicants may not seek reimbursement until after
the services have been delivered.

Q: Can applicants pre‐pay for a year of services and seek reimbursement as soon as they have a
funding commitment?
A: No. Approved applicants cannot invoice for services that have not yet been received.

Q: Who owns the equipment purchased with ECF support?
A: Schools and libraries, as the applicants, will own the equipment purchased with ECF support.
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
Unmet Need:
Q: How should applicants determine their unmet needs?
A: The FCC has not prescribed a specific way for applicants to go about estimating what they will
need to address unmet needs.
In the case of schools, applicants should provide their best estimates about the number of students
who did not have access to adequate connected devices, broadband connections, or both when the
pandemic began; the number of students who do not currently have adequate access; and how the
applicant expects those numbers to change with the requested ECF Program support.
While the FCC has not dictated specific data collection requirements for estimating the unmet for
students, schools must describe how and when they collected the information that they use for the
estimates provided in their responses.
There is no such data collection requirement for libraries to estimate the unmet need for library
patrons. However, both schools and libraries must certify that they are seeking support for eligible
equipment and/or services for students, school staff, and/or library patrons that would otherwise
lack adequate access.
Q: I don’t know exactly how many students lack broadband access at home. What should I do?
A: At the application stage, schools just need best estimates of their unmet need to request funding.
When it is time to invoice, schools may only request ECF reimbursement for services that fulfilled an
actual unmet need of a student or staff member, consistent with the application certification.
Schools may also be asked to provide documentation to support actual costs of services to those
students and staff after funds have been committed.
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
Unmet Need:
Q: Could a school district use the district’s National School Lunch Program (NSLP) percentage, or
other publicly available data to provide best estimates on its ECF FCC Form 471 application, and
then collect a certification from students or staff before seeking reimbursement for the device or
service?
A: Yes. Again, only best estimates of the unmet need are required for schools at the time they submit
their application. It is up to the school to determine how to estimate need. Schools may also be
asked to provide documentation to support actual costs of assigned equipment and/or services after
funds have been committed. A student or staff certification collected after the application but before
receiving service/equipment may be an appropriate way to ensure the school is only seeking
reimbursement for those students and staff with unmet need.
Q: What will school applicants need related to unmet need at the different stages of the ECF
Program process (e.g., application, invoicing, or audits)?
A: At the application stage, schools just need best estimates of their unmet need. They may use
whatever method they deem appropriate for estimating unmet need and are not required to provide
any documentation to support these estimates when they submit their ECF FCC Form 471
application.
When schools file for reimbursement, they should only request reimbursement for eligible
equipment and services provided to students or staff who would otherwise lack broadband services
and/or devices sufficient to engage in remote learning.
All applicants should also maintain documentation supporting their compliance with ECF Program
rules.
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Sample Survey
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Sample
Library
Hotspot
Agreement
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
Eligible Uses:
Q: Which school staff are eligible to receive equipment and services eligible for ECF support?
A: School staff that provide educational services to students, such as teachers and para‐professionals
that work with students in the classroom, including the virtual classroom, are eligible to receive
ECF‐funded equipment and services.
Q: For parked school buses or other multi‐user locations, are other members of the community,
besides students and school staff, permitted to use the internet access?
A: No, other members of the community are not permitted to use the services. Internet access must
be primarily used for educational purposes and is limited to intended users.
Q: Can an applicant request funding for connected devices or Wi‐Fi hotspots for all of its students
as part of a 1:1 device initiative?
A: No. Applicants must certify, as part of their funding application, that they are only seeking support
for eligible equipment and services provided to students and school staff who would otherwise lack
access to connected devices or broadband services.
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
CIPA Requirements:
Q: Do the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) requirements apply for all equipment that is
eligible for ECF support?
A: No. CIPA requirements apply only to school‐ or library‐owned computers (e.g., tablets and laptops),
and only when the school or library receives ECF or E‐Rate support for internet access or internet
services, or E‐Rate support for internal connections.
We correct an earlier version of this FAQ to make clear that while CIPA does not impose any
requirements on Wi‐Fi hotspot devices, the purchase through ECF of such Wi‐Fi hotspots would qualify
as network equipment and would require CIPA compliance for the school’s or library’s computers.
Q: Do CIPA requirements apply if a school or library owns computers (regardless of how the
computers were funded) and receives ECF or E‐Rate support for internet service?
A: Yes. CIPA requirements apply to school‐ or library‐owned computers when the school or library
receives ECF or E‐Rate support for internet access or internet services, or E‐Rate support for internal
connections—or network equipment for internet access, internet service, or internal connections.
Q: If a school or library that is not currently participating in the E‐Rate program already owns
computers when it applies for ECF funding for the broadband connections, should the school or
library certify to CIPA compliance?
A: Yes. To receive ECF funding, an applicant must certify either that its devices are in compliance with
CIPA requirements or, at a minimum, that it is undertaking the actions necessary to comply with CIPA
requirements.
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
CIPA Requirements:
Q: Do CIPA requirements apply to a student‐, school staff‐, or library patron‐owned computer if it
uses an ECF‐funded broadband connection?
A: No. CIPA does not apply to the use of third‐party owned devices, even if the school or library
receives ECF support for the broadband connection.
Q: If applicants have not yet certified to CIPA compliance for FY2021 in the E‐Rate program, will
they be required to certify their CIPA compliance status on their ECF application?
A: Yes. Applicants that have not certified their compliance in an FCC Form 486 or FCC Form 479 for
the current funding year in the E‐Rate program will be asked to certify their CIPA compliance status
on the ECF FCC Form 471.
Q: Can a school or library seek ECF support to implement filtering services on their computers?
A: No. The costs of implementing CIPA compliance are not eligible for reimbursement through the
ECF Program.
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
Record Retention Requirements :
Q: Do I need to modify my library inventory system to track all of the required recordkeeping data
in a single report?
A: No. While a library is responsible for retaining all of the information required by the Commission’s
rules, it does not need to be managed or maintained in a particular format. Libraries can determine
how they format, extract and save the required data.
Q: Do schools and libraries need to keep documentation of the specific students, school staff, or
library patrons who receive ECF‐supported service or equipment?
A: Applicants do need to document the students, school staff, and library patrons served at each
location and must retain that information for at least 10 years from the last date of service or
delivery of equipment. To the extent Commission or USAC staff needs access to this information, for
example, for audit purposes, they will request and safeguard this information in accordance with the
applicable privacy laws and guidance, including using de‐identified and anonymized information
whenever possible.
Q: Are applicants obligated to repair devices that break before the three‐year mark?
A: No. However, it is the obligation of schools and libraries to keep track of and document the
devices and other equipment that they distribute, and that includes documenting information about
missing, lost, or damaged equipment.
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
Record Retention Requirements :
Q: What would a public library need to do if a patron moves and does not return an ECF‐funded
connected device?
A: The library must keep track of and document the devices and other equipment that they
distribute, and that includes documenting information about missing, lost, or damaged equipment.
Libraries can establish their own policies around missing, lost, or damaged equipment and patron
responsibilities.
8.5 Q: What documents am I required to retain and for how long do I need to keep them?
As part of the record retention requirements established in the Order, we require applicants to retain
for 10 years asset inventories for each connected device or other piece of equipment provided to an
individual student, school staff member, or library patron. The asset inventory must identify: 1) the
device or equipment type; 2) the device or equipment make/model; 3) the device or equipment
serial number; 4) the full name of the person to whom the device or other piece of equipment was
provided; and 5) the dates the device or other piece of equipment was loaned out and returned, or
the date the school or library was notified that the device or other piece of equipment was missing,
lost, or damaged.
Applicants must also retain a record of services purchased with ECF support. The record of services
must include the following information: (a) type of service provided (i.e., DSL, cable, fiber, fixed
wireless, satellite, mobile wireless); (b) broadband plan details, including: upload and download
speeds and monthly data cap; (c) the name(s) of the person(s) to whom the service was provided;
and for fixed broadband service; (d) the service address, and (e) the installation date of service: and
(f) the last date of service (as applicable).
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FCC FAQs/Clarifications
Invoicing Process:
Q: Do approved applicants that receive recurring monthly services need to submit invoices within
60 days of each monthly invoice?
A: No. For recurring services that are invoiced on a monthly or periodic basis, approved applicants
may invoice within 60 days of the last date of service (i.e., they must invoice at least once by August
30, 2023, for services received through June 30, 2023).
Q: What should an applicant or service provider submit along with a request for reimbursement
(ECF Form 472/474)?
A: Each request for reimbursement must be accompanied by a vendor invoice supporting the
amount requested. Vendor invoices must include the level of detail needed for USAC to validate the
following information during its review of this supporting documentation.
• A date of the service for non‐recurring charges, or a bill date for recurring charges that is
consistent with what was entered on the ECF Form 472/474.
• A date of the service or bill that is acceptable based on the relevant funding period.
• The equipment or services provided are the same as what was approved on the ECF Form 471
(unless modified pursuant to an approved post‐commitment change) and are at or below the
price approved on the ECF FCC Form 471.
• The service provider who provided the equipment or services is the same as the service
provider approved on the ECF FCC Form 471
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Application Process
1. Determine “unmet needs”
2. Obtain vendor quotes (contracts not required)
3. Submit ECF Form 471 in the One Portal system between April 28 –
May 13, 2022
4. USAC will review all applications submitted “in‐window” and size
demand to determine which applications can be funded
• Applicants may receive PIA inquiries, just like E‐Rate
5. Funding Commitment Decision Letters (FCDL) will be issued in bi‐
weekly waves
• No Form 486 required
6. Obtain signed Unmet Needs Statements
7. Deliver/loan equipment/services
8. Applicants or vendors seek reimbursement from ECF Fund
9. Funds deposited into school/library/vendor bank accounts connected
to SAM.gov
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Filing the ECF Form 471
1

2

3

Go to https://www.usac.org/e‐rate/ and click on “Sign In” and log into OnePortal.
You should now see the “Emergency Connectivity (ECF)” option listed. Click to
select.
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Filing the ECF Form 471

To start an application, click on the “Actions” pull‐down and then “File FCC Form 471”.
Depending on your browser, the application may open in a new tab.
If you leave the application before completing it, click on “My Pending Tasks” and
then on the “Create FCC Form 471” hyperlink.
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Filing the ECF Form 471

Start by entering a nickname, whatever you choose it to be.
Click “Yes” for main contact to populate your information. Provide alternate
contact information so you can be reached over the holiday/summer break.
Click on “Save & Continue”.
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Filing the ECF Form 471

The form will show a summary of the district/school, indicating Total
Student Count and your Urban/Rural status. Click on “Save & Continue”.
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*Libraries do not see these questions!

Demonstrating Need

Include number of teachers if
asking for device/service for them

To demonstrate “Need”, provide the number of connected devices, broadband
connections, and combination of device/broadband connections for each scenario.
Do not duplicate counts. Enter zeros if none, you can’t leave the fields blank. 31

Demonstrating Need

Families were surveyed prior to the start of the 2020‐2021 school year when it was realized that due to the pandemic, we
would not be able to return to school on‐site. Based on that survey we provided 127 Chromebooks and hot spot devices to
students qualifying for NSLP at our high school who lacked sufficient access. While there were other students that needed
assistance outside of NSLP students at the high school, that was the maximum the district could afford at the time. Based
on the last survey results and the ongoing demand from families in the district, we have estimated the quantity requested
above.

Provide an explanation as to how and when you collected the data to determine
need. If you applied in Window 1 and/or 2, explain who will be served by
Window 3 requests
If you have documentation to support the need, click on “Upload Document”, but
it’s not required. Be sure to redact any personally identifiable information!!!
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Adding a Funding Request

To create a funding request, click on “Add FRN”
If you are requesting both broadband service and equipment, even if from the
same provider, you will need to create separate funding requests.
Heads‐Up: Because ECF does not require a Service Provider to have a SPIN
(Identification Number), you can search for a company by name, and then manually
enter their information. We’ll see that on the Equipment request.
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Adding a Services Funding Request

Enter a nickname for the funding request – whatever you choose

Click on the pull‐down to choose the Service Type (Equipment or Services)

Choose method of purchase. Note: you are not required to
have a signed contract in order to request funding. If the
request is based on a quote, choose “Non‐Contracted”.
Service start and end dates are pre‐populated,
but adjust the dates if needed

Click on “Continue”
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Service Funding Request

Enter account number if known,
but it’s not required

Enter the provider’s SPIN or Name and click on “Search.

Check the box to the left to select.

Select who will be submitting for reimbursement, Applicant or Provider.
Note: If you selected Service Provider, you must upload documentation such as
a letter or a copy of an email stating the provider has agreed to this.
If that’s the case, click on “Upload Document”.

Click on “Continue”
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Service Funding Request

Indicate if this request is for a broadband buildout because a commercial service is not
available.
If you are only seeking the monthly recurring cost for a leased service such as fiber,
DSL, or cellular data plans, select “No”.
Click on “Continue”
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Service Funding Request

View if you answered “Yes” to a build‐out.
Be prepared to explain in the narrative section how it was determined that
commercial service was not available.
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Service Funding Request

Provide an explanation of the service you’re requesting. If you’d like to upload
a copy of a quote, current bill, or contract, click on “Upload Document”. If
not, be prepared to provide the information during review.
When done, click on “Continue”
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Service Funding Request

Click on “Add” to start adding the Line Item details (bandwidth speed, cost,
quantity, etc.) Unlike the E‐Rate Form 471, you will not have to associate
Recipients of Service.
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Service Funding Request

• Provide connection type from the pull‐down and indicate if firewall service is included.
• Enter the bandwidth upload/download speeds, and if Mbps or Gbps
• Enter monthly recurring costs, quantity, and how many months you are seeking
(12 is the max). Enter any one‐time costs, if none, enter zero.
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• Click on “Save”

Service Funding Request

We see the summary of the first line item.
Click on “Add” if there are additional line‐item costs, such as installation/setup

Choose the service
Connection Type and
answer the firewall
and speed questions
again.
Provide the cost,
monthly or one‐
time, and quantity.
Click on “Save”

Click on “Save”

Service Funding Request

Once completed adding line‐items, click on “Save & Continue”
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Equipment Funding Request

To add another request, such as equipment, click on “Add FRN”
as before.

Enter the Nickname
Choose “Equipment” under Service Type.
As before, indicate how the service will be purchased. If there is no
contract, but based on a quote, choose “Non‐Contracted”.
Click on “Continue”
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Equipment Funding Request
Enter account number if
known, but not required.

Search for the Service
Provider as before. If they are
not in the database, you will
need to enter the company
information.

Select who will file for
reimbursement. Again, if
Provider, upload proof to
show they agree.
Click on “Continue”
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Equipment Funding Request

Provide an explanation of the products you’re requesting. If you’d like to
upload a copy of a quote, click on “Upload Document”.
When done, click on “Continue”
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Equipment Funding Request

Click on “Add” to create line items

Select Product Type from the pull‐down, and manually enter Make/Model
(for Chromebooks, choose “Laptops”)

Enter zero’s if no monthly costs, then enter per
unit one‐time cost and quantity, click on “Save”
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Equipment Funding Request

If there are additional line items for this funding request,
click on “Add”. If done, click on “Save & Continue”

Funding Request Summary

If you need to edit a funding request, check the box to the left of the row, and then
“Edit FRN”, or if done adding requests, click on “Review FCC Form 471”
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Editing Request

If you need to make a correction, check the box to the left of the FRN, and then “Edit FRN”. The
system will step you through each form section (Key Info, Service Provider, Narrative, etc.) as you click
on “Continue” allowing you to make any necessary changes (except Service Type). This will then take
you to the “Service Detail and Cost Calculation” section.

Check the box to the left of the line‐item you’d like to change, and then “Edit” to correct service
details (connection type/speeds) and cost/quantities. When done, click on “Save”. After saving
the changes, click on “Save & Continue” to return to the Funding Request table and the option to
“Review FCC Form 471”
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Reviewing ECF Form 471

Once at the Review page, click on the “Form 471 Record” hyperlink. It may open in a new browser
tab. If after reviewing you discover something needs to be changed, click on “Edit Form”.
When done reviewing, click on “Continue to Certification”. If you click on “Send for Certification”,
your Form 471 will be sent to the full‐right user/s in the portal to complete that step.

Form Review (currently, there is no option to print the application):
To review application, click on each section’s hyperlink
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Certifying the ECF Form 471
View after clicking on
”Continue to Certification”

The certifications are
specific to ECF.
In order to certify, all
boxes must be checked.
Read them over
carefully!!

Total funding request amount is listed.

When done, click on
“Certify”

But let's take a closer
look!
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Certifying the ECF Form 471

•
•
•
•

If you’ve file a FY2021 Form 486 to certify your CIPA compliance, select “Yes”.
If not, select “No” and you will be able to certify on the ECF Form 471.
You will not file a Form 486 as part of the ECF application process.
When done, click on “Certify”
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Certifying the ECF Form 471
View if you selected “No”.

To certify you are CIPA compliant, select the first option.
The second option indicates you’re working at becoming CIPA compliant.
The third option indicates CIPA doesn’t apply because the entity is not receiving ECF
or E‐Rate discounted internet access or internet services, or E‐Rate discounted
internal connections—or network equipment for internet access, internet service, or
internal connections.
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ECF Portal Housekeeping
If at any time you want
to return to your ECF
“Landing Page”, click
on “Dashboard”

To log out, click on
the silhouette, and
then “Sign Out”

To see your Form 471 once certified, click on “My Forms and Requests” and
then on the “ECF Form 471 Number” hyperlink.
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Modifying an Application
After clicking on the application number, click on “Related
Actions”, and then “Contact Reviewer”

Explain any changes or
corrections in the text box
provided.
If you have
supporting documentation,
click on “Upload” and then
“Update”.
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Application Review
After clicking on the application number, click on “Communications” for details.
There may be a Word doc with review details. Click on “Contact Reviewer” to
respond and upload the Word doc with requested information

Provide a brief explanation and
upload the Word doc with the
requested information by clicking
on “Upload” and then “Update”.
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After Filing Q&A
Q: Can applicants change their service providers after they file their
applications?
A: Yes, applicants may change service providers.

Q: Can applicants change the make or model of their equipment after
they file their applications?
A: Yes, applicants may make service and equipment substitutions after getting a
funding commitment.

Q: Will USAC wait to approve applications until the application filing
window closes?
A: Yes. In order to assess the demand for funds, USAC will wait until an
application filing window is closed before issuing funding commitment decision
notifications.
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Questions
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For E‐Rate Support and Information
Contact
Lorrie Germann:
lgermann@ohiocsc.org or
lorrie.germann@education.ohio.gov
www.ohio‐k12.help/erate
Office: 740‐223‐2420
Cell: 740‐253‐1153
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